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Abstract. Little research has addressed IT professionals’ script debugging
strategies, or considered whether there may be gender differences in these
strategies. What strategies do male and female scripters use and what kinds of
mechanisms do they employ to successfully fix bugs? Also, are scripters’
debugging strategies similar to or different from those of spreadsheet
debuggers? Without the answers to these questions, tool designers do not have a
target to aim at for supporting how male and female scripters want to go about
debugging. We conducted a think-aloud study to bridge this gap. Our results
include (1) a generalized understanding of debugging strategies used by
spreadsheet users and scripters, (2) identification of the multiple mechanisms
scripters employed to carry out the strategies, and (3) detailed examples of how
these debugging strategies were employed by males and females to successfully
fix bugs.
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1 Introduction
At the border between the population of professional developers and the population of
end-user programmers, lies a subpopulation of IT professionals who maintain
computers, and they accomplish much of their job through scripting. As Kandogan et
al. argue, this population has much in common with end-user programmers [14]: as in
Nardi’s definition of end-user programmers, they program as a means to accomplish
some other task, not as an end in itself [22]. Scripting is also becoming much more
common by end-user programmers themselves through the advent of end-user
oriented scripting languages for the desktop and the web. However, despite the
complexity of some scripting tasks, little attention has been given to scripters’ specific
debugging needs, and even less to the impact that gender differences might have on
script debugging strategies and the mechanics used to support them.
We therefore conducted a qualitative study to address this gap by identifying the
debugging strategies and mechanisms scripters used. Strategy refers to a reasoned

plan or method for achieving a specific goal. Mechanisms are the low-level tactics
used to support those strategies: through environment and feature usage. Our work
was guided by the debugging strategies reported in an earlier end-user debugging
study with spreadsheet users [32].
There are several reasons to ask whether strategies used by scripters working with
a scripting environment might be different from strategies used by end-user
programmers with a spreadsheet system. First, the populations are different; for
example, one might expect scripters to have more experience in debugging per se than
spreadsheet users. Second, the language paradigms are different: scripting languages
are control-flow oriented, in which programmers focus primarily on specifying
sequence and state changes, whereas spreadsheet languages are dataflow oriented, in
which programmers focus primarily on specifying calculations (formulas) that use
existing values in cells to produce new values. The language paradigm differences
lead naturally to a third difference: the environments’ debugging affordances
themselves are different, with scripting environments tending toward peering into
sequence and state, whereas spreadsheets’ affordances tend more toward monitoring
values and how they flow through calculations. Therefore, the research questions we
investigated were:
RQ1: What debugging strategies do scripters try to use?
RQ2: What mechanisms do scripters employ to carry out each strategy?
RQ3: How do our findings on scripters’ strategies relate to earlier results on
strategies tied with male and female spreadsheet users’ success?
Thus, the contributions of this paper are in (1) identifying the strategies scripters
try to use in this programming paradigm, (2) identifying the mechanisms scripters use
to carry out their different strategies, and (3) exploring details of successful uses of
the strategies by males and females.

2 Background and Related Work
Although there has been work in how to effectively support system administrators in
creating their scripts [14], we have been unable to find work addressing scripters’
debugging strategies. Instead, most of the work on script debugging has been on tools
to automatically find and fix errors (e.g., [35, 37]).
However, there has been considerable work on professional programmers’
debugging strategies, and some work on end-user debugging strategies. One study on
professional programmers’ debugging strategies classified debugging strategies as
forward reasoning, going from the code forward to the output, and backward
reasoning, going from the output backward through the code [15]. See Romero et al.
for a survey of professional programmers’ debugging strategies [29].
End-user programmers have elements in common with novice programmers, so the
literature on how novice programmers differ from experts is relevant here. For both
novices and experts, getting an understanding of the high-level program structure
before jumping in to make changes relates to success [19, 21]. However, experts have

been found to read programs differently from novices: reading them in control flow
order (following the program’s execution), rather than spatial order (top to bottom).
In end-user programming, gender differences have been found in attitudes toward
and usage of end-user programming and end-user programming environment features
[3, 4, 5, 10, 13, 16, 27, 28, 30, 38]. Especially pertinent is a series of end-user
debugging studies reporting gender differences in debugging strategies for
spreadsheets [9, 32]. The first of these studies pointed to behavior differences that
suggested strategy differences, and the second reported a set of eight strategies end
users employed in their debugging efforts. In both of these studies, the strategies and
behaviors leading to male success were different from those leading to female
success. For example, in [32], dataflow strategies played an important role in males’
success, but not females’. Prabhakararao et al.’s spreadsheet debugging study with
end users also reported a strong tie between using a dataflow strategy and success
[25], but participant gender was not collected in that study.
In fact, gender differences that relate to processing information and solving
problems have been reported in several fields. One of the most pertinent works is the
research on the Selectivity Hypothesis [20, 23]. It proposes that females process
information in a comprehensive way (e.g., attending to details and looking for
multiple cues) in both simple and complex tasks. Males, on the other hand, process
information through simple heuristics (e.g., following the first cue encountered), only
switching to comprehensive reasoning for complex tasks.
Self-efficacy theory may also affect the strategies employed by male and female
debuggers [1]. Self-efficacy is a person’s confidence about succeeding at a specific
task. It has shown to influence everything from the use of cognitive strategies, to the
amount of effort put forth, the level of persistence, the coping strategies adopted in
the face of obstacles, and the final performance outcome. Regarding software usage,
there is specific evidence that low self-efficacy impacts attitudes toward software [3,
11], that females have lower self-efficacy than males at their ability to succeed at
tasks such as file manipulation and software management tasks [33], and that these
differences can affect females’ success [3].
Gender differences in strategies also exist in other problem-solving domains, such
as psychology, spatial navigation, education, and economics (e.g., [8]). One goal of
this paper is to add to the literature on gender differences in problem solving relating
to software development, by considering in detail the usage of different strategies by
male and female scripters.

3 Study
3.1 Participants
Eleven IT professionals (eight males and three females) volunteered to participate in
the study by responding to invitations on an IT-related internet forum and on a
PowerShell email discussion list. Participants received software as gratuity. Although
we had hoped for equal participation by females and males, female IT professionals
are in short supply, and only three signed up. Almost all participants had a technical

college degree (in computer science, engineering, or information systems), with the
exception of two males whose education ended after high school. Despite their
technical degrees, six of the eleven participants rejected the label of “software
developer.” Those who did classify themselves as software developers were the three
females and two of the eight males; the remaining six males described themselves as
IT professionals or scripters. All participants reported that, in their everyday jobs,
they accomplished their IT professional tasks using PowerShell. As examples of these
regular tasks, participants mentioned moving packages, moving machines out of a
domain, modifying the registry, initializing software, automating IT tasks, automating
tests, and creating test users on servers.
All participants had written two or more scripts within the past year, using
Windows PowerShell. The females had written fewer scripts in the past year than the
males (number of scripts written by females: 2, 3, and 5; number of scripts written by
males: 6, 6, 7, 20+, 30, 30+, 50, 100+).
3.2 Scripting Language and Environment
PowerShell is a new implementation of the traditional Command Line Interface and
scripting language developed by Microsoft, which aims to support both IT
professionals’ and developers’ automation needs. We used an as-yet unreleased
version of this language and environment in our study. PowerShell supports
imperative, pipeline, object-oriented, and functional constructs. Its pipelining, unlike
traditional UNIX commands that pipeline text to one another, pipelines objects to one
another. PowerShell has both a command line shell and a graphical scripting
environment, and participants used both. Both the command line and graphical
scripting environment provide common debugging features such as breakpoints, the
ability to step into, error messages, and viewing the call stack. Fig. 1 shows a version
of the graphical scripting environment that is similar to the one our participants used.
3.3 Tasks, Procedure, and Data Collection
We instructed the participants to debug two versions of a PowerShell script, which
included a “main” section and eight called functions, each of which was in a separate
file within the same directory. We used the same script (two versions) for both tasks
in order to minimize the amount of time participants spent getting an understanding of
the scripts so as to maximize the amount of time they spent actually debugging.
The script was a real-world script that one of us (Brundage) had previously written
to collect and display meta-data from other PowerShell scripts. We introduced a total
of seven bugs, which we harvested from bugs made by the script’s author when he
originally wrote the script. Each version of the main script contained one different
bug. The eight functions called by both versions contained five other bugs. The seven
total bugs fell into two categories: three errors in data: using an incorrect property,
allowing the wrong kind of file as input, and omitting a filter; and four errors in
structure: an assignment rather than a comparison, an off-by-one error, an infinite
loop, and omitting the code that should have handled the last file.

Fig. 1. This is the graphical version of the Windows PowerShell environment. (a) Scripts are
written in the top pane, and the example shows a function that adds two numbers. (b) The
output pane displays the result of running the script or command. (c) The command line pane
is used exactly like PowerShell’s command line interface. In this case, it is running the
function to add two numbers. This figure is an adaptation of a figure in [36].

After participants completed a profiling survey, we gave them a description of
what the script was supposed to do. Participants then debugged one version of the
script using a command line debugger and a second version using a graphical
debugger. The order of the script versions and environments was randomized to
control for learning effects.
Participants were instructed to talk aloud as they performed their debugging tasks.
Data collected included screen captures, video, voice, and measures of satisfaction.
After completion of each task, participants were given a post-session questionnaire
that included an interview question about the debugging strategies they used.

3.4 Analysis Methodology
We analyzed the data using qualitative content analysis methods. We analyzed two
data sources: participant responses to the questionnaire, and the videos. Because we
wanted to measure the extent to which males’ and females’ debugging strategies
identified in previous work [32] would generalize to our domain and population, we
began by mapping that code set to the Powershell domain of the current study.
One researcher applied these codes to participants’ post-session open-ended
interview responses about strategies. We asked the same strategies question as in the
earlier work mentioned above, but it was asked verbally, rather than on paper. This
led to generalizations of a few of the codes and the introduction of a few new codes.
Two researchers then used this revised code set as a starting code set for the
videos. They independently coded 27% of the videos (six tasks from various
participants), achieving 88% agreement. The dually coded set included the three
participants described in 4.2, for which the two researchers also collaboratively
analyzed the circumstances, sequences, and mechanisms, resolving any disagreements
as they arose. This also resulted in our final code set, which is given in Section 4. The
first researcher then analyzed and coded the remaining videos alone.

4 Results
4.1 Scripters’ Debugging Strategies
Our scripters used variants of seven of the eight strategies the spreadsheet users used
[32], plus three others. The spreadsheet strategy termed “fixing formulas” (in which
participants wrote only of editing formulas, but not of how they figured out what,
where, or how to fix the bug or of validating their changes) was not found in our data.
As Table 1 shows, five of the strategies they used were direct matches to the earlier
spreadsheet users’ strategies, two were matches to generalized forms of the
spreadsheet users’ strategies, and three arose that had not been viable for the
spreadsheet users. However, even for the direct matches, the mechanisms scripters
used to pursue these strategies had differences from those of the spreadsheet users.
Direct Matches. Testing is trying out different values to evaluate the resulting
values. Some of the mechanisms used by these scripters would not traditionally have
been identified as testing, yet they clearly are checking the values output for
correctness—but at finer levels of granularity than has been possible in classic
software engineering treatments of the notion of testing.
Specifically, we noticed three types of testing mechanisms used by participants:
testing different situations from a whole-program perspective, incrementally checking
variable values, and incrementally testing in other ways. The first type is classic
testing methodology to cover the specifications or to cover different parts of the code
(testing both the antecedent and the consequent parts of an if-then statement, for
example). The latter two are informal testing methods to see whether, after having

Table 1. Participants’ responses when asked post-session to describe their strategies in finding
and fixing the bugs (listed in the order discussed in the text).

Strategy

Testing
Code Inspection
Specification
Checking
Dataflow
Spatial

Feedback
Following
To-Do Listing

Definition
Direct Matches
Trying out different values to evaluate the resulting values.
Examining code to determine its correctness.
Comparing descriptions of what the script should do with the
script’s code.
Following data dependencies.
Following the spatial layout of the code.
Generalized Matches
Using system-generated feedback to guide their efforts.
Indicating explicitly the suspiciousness of code (or lack of
suspiciousness).

New Strategies
Following the flow of control (the sequence in which instructions
are executed).
Help
Getting help from people or resources.
Proceed as in
Recognizing a situation (correctly or not) as one experienced
Prior Experience before, and using that prior experience as a blueprint of next steps
to take.
Control Flow

executed part of the code, the variables displayed reasonable values. For example,
from a whole-program perspective:
Female P0721081130 ran the code and examined both the error messages and the
output text in order, rather than focusing on either one or the other.
Female P0718081400 tried different contexts by cd-ing back to the root directory in
the command line before running the file again using the menu.
Male P0717080900 changed the format of the output so that he could understand it
more easily when he ran the program.
However, incrementally checking variable values was much more common, and
participants did it in many different ways:
Male P0718081030 hovered over variables to check their values.
Male P0117081130 also hovered over, but in conjunction with breakpoints to stop at a
particular line to facilitate the hover.
Female P0718081400 ran the code by accessing it through the command line
interface. Others preferred reaching it through the menu.
Female P0718081400 typed the variable name in the command line.

Male P0717080900 added temporary print statements to output variable values at that
point in time.
Male P0721081330 added temporary print statements to check whether a particular
part of the code was reached/covered by the input.
Female P0718081400 would have liked to use a watch window to examine variable
values.
Male P0718081030 examined an entire data structure using tabs (auto-complete) to
determine the correctness of its property values.
Other forms of incremental testing focused on running part of the code to check its
output. For example:
Female P0718081400 did not understand why she was getting an “access denied”
message and therefore tried performing the action manually with Windows
Explorer and navigating to that directory (to see if she would get the same message
in that different context).
Female P0718081400 first ran a variable to see its output, and then started adding the
surrounding words to get more information about that variable and how it is being
used.
Female P0717081630 used “stepping over” to see the script’s output appear
incrementally as she passed the line in the code that produced it.
Male P0721080900 wanted to break into the debugger once a variable had a particular
value.
Primarily only the first category of testing is supported by tools aiming to support
systematic testing for professional programmers or end-user programmers (e.g.,
WYSIWYT [6]). However, our scripters were very prone to incremental testing, and
although the scripting environment gives them good access to checking these values,
there is no support in that environment or most others for using this incremental
testing to systematically track which portions of the code are tested successfully,
which have failed, and which have not participated in any tests at all.
Code inspection is examining the code to determine its correctness. Code
inspection is a counterpart to testing with complementary strengths [2]. It is heavily
relied upon in the open source community [26]. Not surprisingly, as in the spreadsheet
study, testing and code inspection were the most common strategies. Participants’
mechanisms for code inspection revealed a surprisingly large set of opportunities for
supporting code inspection better in scripting environments, spreadsheets, and other
end-user programming environments.
Besides simply reading through the code, some of the basic mechanisms the
participants used were:
Female P0718081400 opened up all of the files in the same directory as the script (to
view functions the main script was calling), and quickly scanned through all of
them one after the other.
Male P0718081030 resized the script pane to show more of the script.
Male P0717080900 used the “Find” function to jump to the part of interest.

Male P0718081030 used the command line to find out all the contextual information
he could about a variable he was inspecting (its type, for example).
Male P0717080900 used the integrated scripting environment as a code editor for the
command line task because he disliked inspecting the code without syntax
highlighting.
The above five mechanisms may seem obvious, but many end-user programming
environments do not support these functionalities. For example, they are not well
supported in spreadsheets; in that environment performing these actions is awkward
and modal. Given the heavy reliance on code inspection by the participants in both
this study and the previous spreadsheet study, a design implication for end-user
programming and scripting environments is to provide support for the flexible and
easy ability to inspect large amounts of the code when desired.
Finally, there were many instances of integration between testing and code
inspection, such as this participant’s fine-grained mixing of the two:
Female P0718081400 hovered over variables in the code view for simultaneously
seeing both the code and output values.
Most participants in the earlier spreadsheet study also used testing and code
inspection together. The preponderance of mixing these strategies suggests that
programming environment designers should strive to support this mixture, allowing
“drill down” into related testing information during code inspection, as in the example
above, and conversely allowing drill down into related code information during
testing. Getting directly to the code that produced certain values is well supported in
spreadsheets and in some end-user languages and environments such as
KidSim/Cocoa/Stagecast [12] and Whyline [17], but is rarely present in scripting
environments.
Specification Checking is somewhat related to code inspection, but involves
comparisons: namely, comparing descriptions of what the script should do with the
script’s code. This strategy is not well supported in any scripting or end-user
programming environment—code comments are the primary device to which users in
these environments have access for the purpose of specification checking.
Both the spreadsheet study and this one provided (informal) specifications in the
form of written descriptions of the intended functionality, and these were widely used
by both the previous study’s spreadsheet users and the current study’s scripters. In
addition, they relied on comments and output strings embedded in the code for this
purpose, as in the examples below.
Male P0717080900 read the informal description handout related to the script.
Male P0717080900 read the comments in the code related to what that part of the
code was supposed to do.
Male P0117081130 looked in the code for the places producing constant string
outputs, with the view that those string outputs helped describe what nearby code
what supposed to do.
Female P0718081400 read the comments one-by-one, as she was reaching the parts
that they referred to in control flow order.

Thus, specification checking is an under-supported strategy for both spreadsheet
users and scripters.
Dataflow means following data dependencies through the program. Following
dataflow is a natural fit to the dataflow-oriented execution model of spreadsheets, and
some spreadsheet tools provide explicit support for it such as dataflow arrows and
slicing-based fault localization tools [6]. Even in imperative programs, dataflow
mixed with control flow (i.e., “slicing”) is commonly used [34], and ever since
Weiser’s classic study identified slicing as an important strategy for debugging [34],
numerous tools have been based on slicing. Our scripters followed dataflow a little,
but it was not particularly common, perhaps because the scripting environment did
not provide much explicit support for it:
Female P0717081630 said, “Wish I could go to where this variable is declared.”
Female P0717081630 tried to “find all references” to a variable, in any file.
Male P0718081030 wanted to know how a particular variable got to be a certain
value, and therefore followed the flow of data to see what other variables
influenced this variable, and how it got to be the value it was.
Spatial is simply following the code in a particular spatial order. For example,
scripts can be read from top to bottom. (This is different from following execution
order; execution order deviates from top to bottom at procedure calls, loops, etc.)
Most participants demonstrated a little of this strategy, but nobody relied on it for
very long. It was fairly uncommon in the spreadsheet study as well, in which fewer
than 10% of the participants mentioned that strategy.
Generalized Matches. The two strategies that matched generalizations of
strategies observed in the spreadsheet study were Feedback Following and To-Do
Listing.
Feedback Following is using system-generated feedback to guide debugging
efforts. This is a generalization of the strategy “Color Following” in the spreadsheet
study. To draw users’ attention to them, the spreadsheet system colored cells’
interiors to show their likelihood of containing errors (based on the judgments made
by users about the correctness of each cell’s value). The users who followed this type
of feedback directly were considered to be color following. The scripting environment
used certain messages (not colors alone) to draw users’ attention to code with possible
bugs, a generalization upon following colors toward possible bugs.
Our script participants paid particular attention to the feedback messages, including
reading them, navigating backward and forward in them, looking at more or fewer of
them, and drilling down to get more information about them. For example:
Male P0117081130 looked at the last error message.
Male P0718080800 changed the display settings so as to show only the first error
message.
Male P0717080900 cleared the command line screen so he could easily scroll up and
stop at the first error message.
Female P0718081400 resized the output window to see more of the messages at once.

Female P0718081400 opened up Windows Explorer to better understand what path
the error message is talking about.
To-Do Listing is indicating explicitly the suspiciousness of code (or lack of
suspiciousness) as a way to keep track of which code needs further follow-up. Some
spreadsheet users did this by checking cells off or X-ing them out. (These features
were designed for another purpose, but some participants repurposed them to keep
track of things still to check.) Like the spreadsheet users, our scripters found
mechanisms to accomplish to-do listing, such as:
Male P0117081130 put a breakpoint on a line to mark that line as incorrect, and to
stop on it whenever he ran the code.
Female P0721081130 closed files that she thought to be error-free, leaving possibly
buggy ones open.
Male P0718081030 used pen and paper to keep track of stumbling points.
The same male, P0718081030, also mentioned sometimes using bookmarks to keep
track of stumbling points.
Keeping track of things to do and things done is a functionality so dear to computer
users’ hearts, they have been reported to repurpose all sorts of mechanisms to
accomplish it, such as appropriating email inboxes [7] and code commenting [31] for
this purpose. Yet, other than bug trackers (which do not work at the granularity of
snippets of code), few programming environments support to-do listing. A clear
opportunity for designers of end-user programming environments and scripting
environments is providing an easy, lightweight way to support to-do listing.
New Strategies. Finally, there were three strategies that had not been present in the
spreadsheet study: control flow, getting help, and proceeding as in prior experiences.
Control Flow means following the flow of control (sequence in which instructions
are executed). Pennington found that expert programmers initially represent a
program in terms of its control flow [24]. Since spreadsheets do not provide a view of
execution flow, it is not surprising that following control flow did not arise in the
spreadsheet study. The scripting environment, however, provided multiple
affordances for viewing control flow, and participants used them. For example:
Male P0717080900 used the call stack to see what subroutines were called and in
what order.
Female P0718081400 placed a breakpoint on the first line to run the script in control
flow from there in order to understand it.
Male P0117081130 stepped over and into to examine and execute the code in the
order it was run.
Providing support for following control flow is relatively widespread in
programming environments for professional programmers, but less so for end-user
programming environments. A notable exception is the approach for allowing control
flow following in the rule-based language KidSim/Cocoa/Stagecast [12], which
features the ability step through the program to see which rules fire in which order.

Help means getting help from other people or resources, a common practice in
real-world software development. For example, Ko et al. reported that developers
often sought information in hard-to-search sources, such as coworkers’ heads,
scanned-in diagrams, and hand-written notes [18]. In our study, examples of
following help included searching for help on a bug using Google Search, consulting
the internal help documentation in order to set a breakpoint, or asking the researchers
what a particular function does. This strategy was not available in the spreadsheet
study but our script participants used it extensively.
Female P0717081630 sought help from the observers.
Male P0718081030 sought online help.
Male P0117081130 used the interface’s help menu item.
Female P0718081400 used the command line’s “-?” and “/?” commands.
Male P0718081030 used the function key to bring up the internal help. Later, he also
brought help up on a particular word by first highlighting it and then hitting the
function key.
Finally, one participant attempted to integrate external help with code inspection:
Male P0718081030 restored down the help window, to be able to look at the code and
still have the help in an open window next the code.
Proceeding as in Prior Experience was recognizing a situation (correctly or not) as
one experienced before, and using that prior experience as a blueprint of next steps to
take. Sometimes the recognition was about a feature in the environment that had
helped them in the past and sometimes it was about a particular type of bug. Once
recognition struck, participants often proceeded in a trial-and-error manner, without
first evaluating whether it was the right path. For example:
Male P0717080900: “Ah – I’ve seen this before. This is what must be wrong.”
Female P0718081400: “It obviously needs to go up one directory.”
Male P0721080900 said: “Just for kicks and giggles, let’s try this.”
Male P0718081030 felt something strange was going on and, from an earlier
experience, decided that it was PowerShell’s fault. He therefore closed the
environment and opened it up again.
We suspect that proceeding as in prior experience is quite widespread, but it has
not been reported in the literature on debugging. Given humans’ reliance on
recognition in everyday life, this strategy could be having a powerful influence on
how people debug. It is an open question whether and how designers of debugging
tools might leverage the fortunate aspects of this and take steps to help guard against
the unfortunate aspects.
4.2 Sequential Usage of Strategies: Three Participants
To investigate how the participants used these strategies when succeeding, we
analyzed three participants in detail. The first two were the most successful male
(who fixed four bugs in one task) and the most successful female (who fixed one bug

in one task). We then analyzed a male with the same scripting experience as the
female (who also fixed one bug in one task). Each of these participants thus provided
at least one successful event to analyze, in addition to several failed attempts. Fig. 2
shows the sequence of strategies used in one of the two tasks by these participants.
As an aside, the overall low success rate on the number of bugs fixed was
expected, because we deliberately designed the tasks to be difficult, so that
strategizing would occur even with expert scripters. For example, one of our
participants (the most successful male) was extremely experienced, having written
more than 100 PowerShell scripts in the past year. He fixed all seven bugs in the two
tasks. (Reminder: the figure shows only one of those two tasks.)
The most successful female described herself as a software developer. She was
about 30 years old, and had nine years of scripting experience (in JavaScript,
PowerShell, Perl, and Bash/UNIX Shell Scripting). Within the past year, she had
written about five PowerShell scripts and was a frequent PowerShell user, normally
using it about two to three times per week.
As Fig. 2 shows, after reading the task description, this female began by running
the script: “First thing I’m going to do is to try to run it to see what the errors are.”
Using the error message which stated there was an error at a line which contained
“Type = ‘NewLine’” because “Type” is a read-only property, she navigated directly
to that line of the script. She right away noticed that the equal sign was doing an
assignment instead of a comparison, thereby finding the first bug (the dashed bar at
the beginning of her session in Fig. 2). But, although she knew what the error was,
she fixed it incorrectly based on her prior experience with other languages (the solid
line with a dot followed by 45 seconds of testing). Fortunately, testing her change
made her realize that her fix was incorrect: “Ok, perhaps it was wrong...” Despite her
experience with scripting and using PowerShell, she said she felt silly about not
remembering what the correct syntax was, but that it is due to her not writing scripts
from scratch in PowerShell often, but rather reusing and extending existing scripts.
Knowing what she wanted the program to do but not the syntax to accomplish it,
she started to use code inspection to find a suitable fix by looking for examples in
related code: “That’s why I usually start looking at other files, to see if there’s an
‘equal’ type thing.” She went on to skim two other PowerShell files, rejecting two
Boolean operators she did not believe would fix her problem. However, the second
one, even though it was not exactly what she needed, was close enough to enable her
to fix the bug by patterning her change after that code: “Aha! ‘–like’ isn’t it because
that would be like a ‘starts with’ type thing. So, maybe I need to do ‘-eq’?” This use
of code inspection is what enabled her to actually fix the bug, and is a good example
of how increased use of this strategy might have led to greater female success in [32].

Fig. 2. The strategies used by three participants during one of the two tasks, as well as when
bugs were found and fixed. Each patterned square is a 30-second use of the strategy shown in
the legend, and the lines display a bug found / fixed also shown in the legend. The start of the
session is at the top and the end at the bottom.

The female’s use of code inspection to actually fix the bug above, rather than just
to find it, is interesting. It suggests a possible new debugging functionality, code minipattern recognition and retrieval, to support searching and browsing for related code
patterns to use as templates. The female’s beneficial use of code inspection in this
study is consistent with the results from [32] that code inspection was statistically tied
to female spreadsheet users’ success. These combined results suggest the following
hypotheses to more fully investigate the importance of code inspection to female
debuggers:
Hypothesis 1F: Code inspection is tied to females’ success in finding bugs.
Hypothesis 2F: After a bug has been found, code inspection is tied to females’ success
in correctly fixing the bug.
Hypothesis 3F: Environments that offer explicit support for code inspection strategies
in fixing bugs will promote greater debugging success by females than
environments that do not explicitly support code inspection strategies.
In contrast to the female, for males, code inspection did not appear to be tied to
success, either in the earlier spreadsheet study or in this one. As the figure shows, the
successful male used very little of it, and used none in the periods after finding, when
working on actually fixing the bugs. Although the low-experience male did use code
inspection, it did not seem to help him very much. Thus, we predict that a set of
hypotheses (which we will refer to as 1M, 2M, and 3M) about males like the femaleoriented Hypotheses 1F, 2F, and 3F will produce different results in follow-up
research, because instead of emphasizing code inspection, the periods near the lowexperience male’s successful finding of a bug and near his successful fixing of the
bug contained a marked emphasis on testing. (We will return to this point shortly.)
The successful male, whose sequence of strategies is also shown in Fig. 2, was a
very experienced scripter. He described himself as a scripter (not as an IT
professional or developer) and had 20 years of experience writing scripts in languages
such as Korn Shell, BIN, PowerShell, Perl, and Tcl. He had used PowerShell since its
inception and had written over 100 PowerShell scripts within the past year alone.
After reading the task instructions, the successful male did not begin as the female
did by running the script, but instead first began by reading the main script code from
top to bottom for a couple of minutes, “The first thing I’ll do is to read the script to
find out what I believe it does.” Once he got to the bottom of the script, he stated that
“this code didn’t seem to have anything wrong with it,” denoted by the dotted line in
Fig. 2. He was incorrect about this.
After the dotted line, this successful male switched to running the script to see its
outputs (testing) and to consider the resulting error messages (feedback following).
The first error message this male pursued was the second error message that the
successful female had also tried addressing: “cannot find path because it does not
exist.” Without even navigating to the function to which that the error referred, the
successful male was able to draw from his prior experience, immediately
hypothesizing (correctly) that the error was caused by a function call in the main
script that used the “name” property as a parameter, rather than the “full name”
property of a file. He stated, “I know that the file type has a ‘full name’ property, so
that’s what we need to do.” After changing the code, to check his change before really
declaring it a fix, he opened the function that the error message referred to, checking

to see how the file name that was being passed as a parameter was being used
(dataflow). At this point, he declared the first bug fixed, and reran the script to see
what problem to tackle next. He used a similar sequence of testing, feedback
following, and prior experience for the next three bugs he found and fixed.
But when the successful male found the fifth bug (see the fifth dashed line in Fig.
2), he did not have prior experiences relevant to fixing it. As the right half of the
figure shows, he spent the rest of the session trying to fix it, mainly relying on a
combination of fine-grained testing (checking variable output values) and help
(documentation internal to the product on debugging PowerShell scripts), with bits of
code inspection, control flow, and specification checking also sprinkled throughout.
Thus, the successful male provided interesting evidence regarding code inspection,
testing, prior experience, and dataflow. We have already derived hypotheses about
code inspection, and we defer hypotheses about testing until after discussing the
second male. Regarding prior experience, both the successful male and the successful
female drew on prior experience in conjunction with feedback following, but the
female’s prior experience had negative impacts when she tried to fix a bug by
remembering the syntax from a different language. The interplay between feedback
following and proceeding as in prior experience is thought-provoking, but there is not
as yet enough evidence about this interaction and gender differences for us to propose
hypotheses for follow-up.
Dataflow, however, was also a successful strategy for the males in [32], and this
successful male’s experience with it suggests exactly where it might be contributing
to males’ success:
Hypothesis 4M: Dataflow is tied to males’ success in finding bugs.
Hypothesis 5M: After the bug has been fixed, dataflow is tied to males’ success at
checking their fix.
Hypothesis 6M: Environments that offer explicit support for dataflow will promote
greater debugging success by males than environments that do not explicitly
support dataflow.
We do not expect the corresponding female Hypotheses 4F, 5F, and 6F to show
significant effects, since we have seen no evidence of it in either study.
The successful female was much less experienced than the successful male, so we
also compared her strategies to those of a less experienced male to obtain insights into
strategy differences due solely to experience. This male had nearly identical
experience to the female: 10 years of scripting experience (in CMD, VBScript,
PowerShell, T-SQL, and SSIS). In the past year, he had written about six PowerShell
scripts, and used PowerShell about three times per week.
Like the successful male, this less experienced male also started out with
inspecting the code from top to bottom. The less experienced male examined most of
the script very carefully, highlighting the lines he read as he went along. He used
several strategies (including testing, feedback following, control flow, and help) to
better understand a construct he had never run into before. After about four minutes of
trying, he noted not completely understanding that part of the code and assumed that
it was correct (which was true), stating that the part he had been studying seemed like
a “red herring” and “a no-op”. He therefore went on to examine the next line.

Directly following about three minutes of incremental testing (running only
fragments of the code at a time to see what they output), the lower-experience male
found a bug (dashed line in Fig. 2). At that point, he stated “I’m making a note of a
bug that’s here; that we’re not making a path here… And we’re going to fail, because
the system is simply not going to find those files.” After having made the note, he
went on trying to use several strategies (mainly testing and code inspection) to
understand the rest of the code.
In the earlier study, we saw some evidence pointing in the direction of to-do listing
being a strategy used more by females [32], and two of the three females used it in
this study too. This male employed a pen-and-paper version of to-do listing, but to-do
listing was so scarcely used overall in this study (perhaps since it was not supported
by the environment) that we could not derive hypotheses based on these data alone.
By inspecting the code in control flow order, the less experienced male realized
that an incorrect property used for one of the variables was the cause of the faulty
output. Returning to the first bug he had written down on paper, he succeeded at
fixing the bug through the use of testing. Specifically, he copied that variable and its
property into the command line and ran the command. He stated that the output was
incorrect, since it was the name of the file instead of its full path. Using tabcompletion in the command line, he deleted the property, and tabbed through the list
of all properties. He then also used a command to output a list of all properties and
skimmed through them, wondering, “Is there a FullPath property?” There, he found a
“FullName” property. He tried it out by typing the variable name and property in the
command line again. The output was exactly what he wanted, so he put that small
code fragment into the script’s code, thereby fixing the bug. This suggests a
possibility that a programming environment that supports systematic debuggingoriented testing mechanisms, such as tracking incremental testing and testing of small
fragments of code, may be helpful to testing-oriented debuggers.
The testing evidence from both males above, combined with that of the previous
study, suggests the following hypotheses for follow-up investigation.
Hypothesis 7M: Testing is tied to males’ success in finding bugs.
Hypothesis 8M: After a bug has been found, testing is tied to males’ success at
correctly fixing the bug.
Hypothesis 9M: After the bug has been fixed, testing is tied to males’ success at
evaluating their fix.
Hypothesis 10M: Environments offering explicit support for incremental testing and
testing of small code fragments will promote greater debugging success by males
than environments that do not explicitly support incremental testing strategies.
We are also proposing identical hypotheses for testing with females (7F, 8F, 9F,
and 10F). Our prior study provided no ties between testing and success by females, so
we do not predict significant effects for 8F-10F. However, the successful female in
this study used testing in conjunction with feedback following to successfully find a
bug; 7F might therefore also hold true for females.
As we have been bringing out in our hypotheses, the above evidence from all three
participants suggests that the debugging stage at which a strategy is used (finding a
bug, fixing a bug, or evaluating a fix) might have an influence on females’ and males’
success with the strategy, and we consider this to be an interesting new open research

question. For example, although everyone successfully found at least one bug by
incorporating testing, only the lower experience male fixed a bug using that strategy.
One concrete instance of this open question is, therefore, whether there is a difference
in how males and females use testing. For example, might males incorporate testing
into both finding and fixing, whereas females use it for only in the finding stage? We
express this open question as a general hypothesis:
Hypothesis 11MF: Males’ and females’ success with a strategy differs with different
debugging stages (finding a bug, fixing a bug, or evaluating a fix).

5 Conclusion
This paper presents the results from a think-aloud study we conducted to see how well
end-user programmers’ spreadsheet debugging strategies generalize to a different
population and a different paradigm: IT professionals debugging Windows
PowerShell scripts. Our results show that:
• All but one of the strategies found with the spreadsheet users also applied to IT
professionals debugging scripts, along with three more that emerged. The seven
strategies we observed in both studies were: testing, code inspection,
specification checking, dataflow, spatial, feedback following (a generalization of
the strategy previously termed color following), and to-do listing. In addition,
we observed the following three strategies that had not been present in the
spreadsheet study: control flow, help, and proceeding as in prior experience.
• The mechanisms scripters used revealed several opportunities for new features
in scripting environments, such as support for systematic incremental testing, for
easy inspection of large amounts of code and of code mini-patterns, for “drill
down” into related testing information during code inspection and into related
code information during testing, for informal specification checking, and for todo listing.
• The evidence of the earlier statistical study on spreadsheets combined with the
qualitative analysis of this study’s participants produced several detailed
hypotheses on gender differences in successful strategy usage.
Perhaps the most important contribution of this study is that it raised a significant
new open question: whether males’ and females’ uses of debugging strategies
differ not only in which strategies they use successfully, but also in when and how
they use those strategies.
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